INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most commonly diagnosed cancer and the second cause of cancer deaths among American men \[[@R1]\]. For men diagnosed with advanced PCa, treatment with curative intent is no longer an option, and androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) remains the main therapeutic modality \[[@R2], [@R3]\]. Despite its initial effectiveness at reducing tumor growth, ADT ultimately fails, resulting in metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC), a lethal stage of the disease that is marked by recurrence of elevated prostate specific antigen (PSA) and progression of metastatic lesions \[[@R3], [@R4]\]. Since 2004, the standard first-line chemotherapeutic agent for the treatment of mCRPC has been the taxane drug docetaxel (DTX), a microtubule-stabilizing agent that moderately increases overall survival \[[@R4], [@R5]\]. Eventually, however, chemoresistance occurs in all DTX-treated patients resulting in continued disease progression \[[@R6]\]. In recent years, new treatment options for mCRPC have been developed, including the next-generation androgen receptor-targeting agents abiraterone acetate and enzalutamide, therapeutic vaccines, and the second generation taxane cabazitaxel \[[@R6], [@R7]\]. Unfortunately, these novel therapeutic agents, which are often administered sequentially or in combination with DTX, only moderately improve overall patient survival due to the development of therapy resistance.

Understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying the acquisition of PCa chemoresistance is critical for developing novel and effective combinatorial therapies for the prevention or reversal of taxane resistance. Several mechanisms involved in the development of DTX-resistance have been identified, including the increased expression and activity of multidrug resistance pumps (e.g. ABCB1/P-gp/MDR1), impaired apoptotic pathways (e.g. Bcl-2), cytokine and chemokine induction (e.g. IL-6, CCL2), alterations in microtubule structure and function, NF-kB pathway activation, and upregulation of stress survival proteins (e.g. Hsp27, clusterin, and LEDGF/p75) \[[@R2], [@R8], [@R9]\]. Unfortunately, efforts aimed at targeting or disrupting some of these pathways in the clinical setting have been largely unsuccessful \[[@R4]\]. This is illustrated by the recent failure of phase III clinical trials with Custirsen, a second generation oligonucleotide administered in combination with DTX designed to disrupt the production of clusterin (CLU), a cytoprotective anti-apoptotic chaperone protein overexpressed in PCa \[[@R10], [@R11]\]. Such failures highlight the importance of continued efforts towards discovering new mechanisms and molecular pathways associated with the taxane-resistant phenotype.

Chemoresistance, the primary cause of treatment failure, is driven by the survival of subpopulations of prostate tumor cells that eventually contribute to aggressive disease progression, characterized by metastasis to the bone and vital organs \[[@R12]\]. In addition, PCa tumors are highly heterogeneous, with many areas containing genetically distinct clones \[[@R13]\], a characteristic that also contributes to therapy resistance and tumor relapse \[[@R12]\]. An emerging explanation for both the development of resistance and the cellular heterogeneity in PCa and other solid tumors is the cancer stem cell (CSC) hypothesis, which proposes that solid tumors are organized hierachically with only a minor subset of cells capable of tumor-initiating and tumor-propagating capacity \[[@R12], [@R14]\].

Recent studies revealed that markers associated with epithelial-to-mesenchymal (EMT) transition and CSCs are elevated in DTX-resistant mCRPC cells \[[@R15], [@R16]\], and that CSCs derived from immortalized normal prostate epithelial cells showed increased DTX resistance compared to parental adherent cells \[[@R17]\]. Given the scarcity of next generation sequencing (NGS) studies examining the transcriptomic programs activated during development of DTX-resistance in mCRPC, we performed an RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis on DTX-sensitive and DTX-resistant mCRPC cells in an effort to identify gene pathways potentially involved in taxane resistance. GSEA analysis of the overlapping upregulated genes in DTX-resistant PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells revealed an induction of a transcriptomic program associated with stemness as cells transitioned from DTX sensitivity to resistance. To validate this finding, we characterized the CSC phenotype in tumorspheres from DTX-resistant PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells using CSC markers previously validated in prostate tumorspheres. Understanding the role of CSCs in PCa chemoresistance, including the transcriptomic pathways that define their activation and maintenance is critical to identifying new targets for combinatorial therapies aimed at circumventing taxane resistance in mCRPC.

RESULTS {#s2}
=======

PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells upregulate markers of taxane resistance {#s2_1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We developed PC3-DR and DU145-DR cell lines by selecting and expanding the surviving cells in the presence of incrementally increasing concentrations of DTX until cells could be maintained in 10 nM DTX with minimal cell death \[[@R8], [@R18]\]. Our group reported recently that these DTX-resistant cell lines are also resistant to paclitaxel and cabazitaxel, other clinically relevant taxanes \[[@R8]\]. We also demonstrated that these DTX-resistant cells overexpress the stress oncoprotein Lens Epithelium Derived Growth Factor of 75 kD (LEDGF/p75), and that depletion of this protein partially resensitized these cells to DTX \[[@R8], [@R18]\]. In the present study, we confirmed that the DTX-resistant PC3-DR and DU145-DR cell lines used in the RNA-seq analysis and other experiments displayed significant upregulation of proteins previously implicated by our group and others in PCa progression and DTX resistance \[[@R8], [@R9], [@R19]--[@R23]\] including LEDGF/p75, CLU, and ATP-binding cassette sub-family B member 1 (ABCB1), compared to the sensitive cells (Figure [1A-1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This validation step was critical prior to initiating our RNA-seq analysis comparing the transcriptome profiles of DTX-sensitive and DTX-resistant PCa cell lines.

![DTX-resistant PC3 and DU145 cell lines upregulate known markers of DTX resistance\
Upper panel: Western blots of **(A)** LEDGF/p75, **(B)** CLU, and **(C)** ABCB1 showing upregulation of these proteins in DTX-resistant PC3 and DU145 mCRPC cells, compared to the parental, sensitive cells. Bottom panel: quantification of fold change in protein expression **(A)** n=8; **(B)** n=5; **(C)** n=4 independent experiments. ^\*^*P* \<0.05; ^\*\*^*P* \< 0.05; ^\*\*\*^*P* \< 0.001. Due to the absence of ABCB1 expression in the parental PC3 and DU145 cells, for quantification purposes we normalized its expression in these cells to an arbitrary value of 0.10. Error bars represent mean ± standard deviation (SD).](oncotarget-09-30363-g001){#F1}

RNA-seq analysis revealed upregulation of genes associated with CSC-like characteristics {#s2_2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 3D mapping of our RNA-seq data demonstrated that the DTX-sensitive PC3 and DU145 cells were clearly separated from each other based on global transcriptome expression profiles (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, once these cell lines became DTX-resistant they were clustered together spatially, suggesting an acquired similarity in transcriptomic profiles. Global gene heat map also demonstrated the clustering of the DTX-resistant cell lines based on their transcriptome expression profiles (See [Supplementary Figure 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our RNA-seq data revealed that of 31,864 total genes detected, 3,754 and 2,552 were differentially upregulated with statistical significance (FDR \> 0.05, and fold change \[FC\] \> 2) in the DU145-DR and PC3-DR cells, respectively, compared to their DTX-sensitive counterparts (Figure [2B, 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Of these genes, 1,254 overlapped between the PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells. GSEA of the top 25 ranked overlap genes between the DTX-sensitive and DTX-resistant PC3 and DU145 cells revealed a distinct on/off switch of genes, suggesting a pattern of upregulated/downregulated genes associated with the development of DTX-resistance in both cell lines (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) (see [Supplementary Figure 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for top 50 ranked genes). An exhaustive PubMed literature search also revealed that 17 of the top 25 (70%) ranked overlapping genes upregulated in the DTX-resistant cell lines have been shown to be associated with or contribute to a CSC phenotype (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Top downregulated genes are listed in [Supplementary Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Gene expression profiling analysis reveals upregulation of CSC-associated genes\
**(A)** Principal component Analysis (PCA) mapping demonstrates clustering of DTX-resistant cell lines based on gene expression profiles. **(B)** Diagram showing the distribution of statistically significant differentially regulated genes in each cell line, comparing DTX-resistant (DR) to sensitive (S). **(C)** Diagram demonstrating the overlap or shared genes common to both PC3 and DU145 cells, comparing DR to S. **(D)** Heatmap of the top ranked genes generated using GSEA analysis on the common overlap genes between both sensitive PC3 and DU145 cells compared to PC3-DR and DU145-DR. Red represents fold upregulation and blue represents fold downregulation. **(E)** GSEA gene set pathway analysis revealed one pathway to be significantly enriched in the DTX-resistant PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells compared to sensitive PC3 and DU145 cells (*P*= 0.032) involving precursor metabolites and energy. A positive value indicates correlation with the sensitive phenotype and negative value indicates correlation with the resistant phenotype.](oncotarget-09-30363-g002){#F2}

###### GSEA top-ranked RNA-seq upregulated genes

  Gene Name   Gene Title                                                                     Rank Score (GSEA)   Log~2~ Fold Change PC3 vs. PC3-DR   Log~2~ Fold Change DU145 vs. DU145-DR   Stem Cell-Associated
  ----------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ----------------------
  TSPAN8      tetraspanin 8                                                                  -4.782              5.357                               5.815                                   YES
  MYC         v-myc myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog                                  -4.497              3.813                               4.727                                   YES
  DNAJC12     DNAJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily C, member 12                                   -4.466              4.411                               6.032                                   YES
  F2R         coagulation factor II (thrombin) receptor                                      -4.429              4.289                               3.820                                   YES
  GLB1L2      galactosidase beta 1-like 2                                                    -4.206              3.421                               3.670                                   YES
  PLD6        phospholipase D family member 6                                                -4.194              3.537                               3.529                                   YES
  DPP4        dipeptidyl-peptidase 4 (CD26, adenosine deaminase complexing protein 2)        -4.135              3.890                               4.956                                   YES
  FAM102B     family with sequence similarity 102, member B                                  -3.967              3.196                               3.083                                   YES
  ST6GAL1     ST6 beta-galactosamide alpha-2,6-sialyltransferase 1                           -3.909              2.925                               1.439                                   YES
  CD55        CD55 molecule, decay accelerating factor for complement (Cromer blood group)   -3.908              2.652                               3.861                                   YES
  HSF1        heat shock transcription factor 1                                              -3.885              3.083                               3.990                                   YES
  NES         nestin                                                                         -3.806              3.477                               5.980                                   YES
  ZNF503      zinc finger protein 503                                                        -3.725              2.409                               3.432                                   YES
  CTGF        connective tissue growth factor                                                -3.685              2.779                               2.695                                   YES
  PMP22       peripheral myelin protein 22                                                   -3.641              2.798                               2.597                                   YES
  WDR25       WD repeat domain 25                                                            -3.633              2.690                               2.673                                   \-
  CCDC50      coiled-coil domain containing 50                                               -3.622              2.355                               2.989                                   \-
  FABP5       fatty acid binding protein 5 (psoriasis-associated)                            -3.591              2.538                               4.071                                   YES
  FLVCR2      feline leukemia virus subgroup C receptor 2                                    -3.586              2.460                               3.167                                   \-
  SMAGP       small cell adhesion glycoprotein                                               -3.579              2.538                               3.345                                   \-
  MROH1       maestro heat-like repeat family member 1                                       -3.548              2.535                               3.679                                   \-
  MAF1        MAF1 homolog (S. cerevisiae)                                                   -3.501              2.470                               3.158                                   \-
  CLGN        calmegin                                                                       -3.455              2.784                               2.488                                   YES
  KLF4        kruppel-like factor 4 (gut)                                                    -3.452              2.271                               2.657                                   YES
  ACOX2       acyl-coenzyme A oxidase 2, branched chain                                      -3.437              2.552                               2.371                                   \-

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) also identified the gene set "GO_Generation of Precursor Metabolites and Energy" as the only significantly enriched pathway in the DTX-resistant PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells (*P* = 0.032) (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis yielded 8 genes (*NADUFAF2*, *ENPP1*, *NDUFAB1*, *NDUFA8*, *PFKM*, *GNPDA1*, *CYC1*, *MYC*) that were positive for core enrichment in this gene set. Of these genes, ectonucleotide phosphodiesterase 1 (*ENPP1*), cytochrome c-1 (*CYC1*), NADH dehydrogenase 1 alpha/beta subcomplex 1 (*NDUFAB1*), and v-myc myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog (*MYC*) have been associated with stem cell maintenance, phenotype acquisition, or reprogramming \[[@R24]--[@R29]\], suggesting that upregulation of specific genes involved in metabolism may contribute to an enrichment of cells with CSC-like characteristics (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, the RNA-seq analysis of transcript expression in DTX-sensitive vs. DTX-resistant PCa cell lines provides evidence for the acquisition of a transcriptomic program associated with stemness as a mechanism contributing to the development of DTX-resistance.

Validation of transcript and protein expression of selected genes in DTX-resistant cells confirmed RNA-seq results {#s2_3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To confirm the RNA-seq data, we performed in-house qPCR validation on selected genes that showed robust upregulation in both PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells, compared to the sensitive, parental cell lines. The selection of specific genes for validation was determined by two criteria: the GSEA ranked gene order (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and exhaustive literature searches implicating these genes in cancer, PCa, therapy resistance, DTX resistance, stem cells, CSCs, or EMT. For our in-house validation of RNA-seq data, new RNA samples were extracted from a different set of DTX-sensitive and DTX-resistant cells than those used for the RNA-seq analysis. Consistent with the RNA-seq results, transcript expression of dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4), tetraspanin 8 (TSPAN8), nestin (NES), DNAJ heath shock protein family member C12 (DNAJC12), fatty acid binding protein 5 (FABP5), and block of proliferation 1 (BOP1) were upregulated in PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells compared to the corresponding sensitive cell lines (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). As an internal control for in-house validation, we also chose two genes found robustly downregulated in the RNA-seq results, transglutaminase 2 (TGM2) and ATP-binding cassette subfamily C member 3 (ABCC3). Transcript expression of both genes was robustly downregulated in PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells compared to the sensitive cell lines, further confirming the RNA-seq results (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The magnitude of fold-increase observed for each of these genes was more robust in DU145-DR cells than in PC3-DR cells, suggesting cell-type dependent differences in gene expression during the acquisition of resistance to DTX. Despite these differences, *P* values were consistently \< 0.01 for each of the selected genes in both DTX-resistant cell lines.

![In-house qPCR validation of the expression of selected top-ranked genes from RNA-seq results in DTX-sensitive and DTX--resistant mCRPC cells\
qPCR validation for selected genes in **(A)** PC3 vs. PC3-DR and **(B)** DU145 vs. DU145-DR cells. White bars represent parental PC3 or DU145 and colored bars represent PC3-DR or DU145-DR. ^\*^*P* \<0.05; ^\*\*^*P* \< 0.05; ^\*\*\*^*P* \< 0.001. All RNA samples were analyzed in at least three independent experiments using at least three biological replicates per experiment. Error bars represent mean ± SD.](oncotarget-09-30363-g003){#F3}

After validation of the transcript expression of selected genes in the DTX-resistant PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells, we sought to confirm corresponding protein upregulation in these cells compared to their sensitive counterparts by immunoblotting using specific antibodies. Significant upregulation of DPP4, TSPAN8, NES, DNAJC12, FABP5, and BOP1 was observed in the PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells, consistent with the qPCR and RNA-seq results (Figure [4A-4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Also consistent with the RNA-seq and qPCR results, the protein expression of TGM2 was downregulated in the DTX-resistant cells (Figure [4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Protein expression validation of RNA-seq results in DTX-sensitive and DTX-resistant mCRPC cells\
Representative Western blot images and protein fold change quantification are shown for **(A)** DPP4 (n= 3), **(B)** TSPAN8 (n= 4), **(C)** NES (n= 6), **(D)** DNAJC12 (n= 4), **(E)** FABP5 (n= 7), **(F)** BOP1 (n=4), and **(G)** TGM2 (n=4). ^\*^*P*\< 0.05; ^\*\*^*P*\< 0.05; ^\*\*\*^*P*\< 0.001. All proteins were analyzed in at least three independent experiments. Error bars represent mean ± SD.](oncotarget-09-30363-g004){#F4}

Analysis of cancer gene microarray datasets reveals consistent upregulation of DNAJC12, FABP5, and BOP1 in PCa tissues {#s2_4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After confirming that transcript and protein expression of selected genes reflected the upregulation observed in the RNA-seq analysis, we sought to examine the expression of these genes in human PCa tissues. Transcript expression of the selected genes in PCa tissues, compared to normal prostate tissue, was analyzed using 16 PCa gene expression microarray datasets from the Oncomine database. All 16 datasets had data for FABP5, whereas data for DPP4 and TSPAN8 were available in 15 datasets, and data for BOP1, DNAJC12 and NES were available in 14, 10 and 8 datasets, respectively.

Of the selected genes, DNAJC12, FABP5, and BOP1 were the most consistently upregulated in prostate tumors compared to normal prostate tissues in the dataset collection (Figure [5A-5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), with significant upregulation of DNAJC12 in 6 of the 14 datasets (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), FABP5 in 14 of the 16 data sets (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), and BOP1 in 7 of the 14 datasets (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). DPP4 and TSPAN8 transcripts were significantly upregulated only in 4 of the 14 datasets (Figure [5D-5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, significant upregulation of NES transcript was detected only in 1 of the 8 datasets (Figure [5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The magnitude of the fold-increase observed for the individual genes was modest, with only FABP5 showing over 2-fold increase in multiple datasets. However, the *P* values were \<0.01 for most of the DNAJC12, FABP5, and BOP1 datasets, indicating that upregulation of these transcripts is highly significant in PCa tissues compared to normal tissues. On the other hand, NES transcripts were significantly downregulated in 4 of the 8 datasets, whereas DPP4 and TSPAN8 transcripts displayed significant downregulation in 1 and 2 out of 15 datasets, respectively.

![Expression of selected top-ranked genes in clinical PCa tissues\
Fold change between transcript expression levels of selected top ranked genes (from RNA-seq analysis) in prostate tumors versus normal prostate tissues as derived from cancer gene microarray datasets in the Oncomine database. Selected genes were **(A)** DNAJC12; **(B)** FABP5; **(C)** BOP1; **(D)** DPP4; **(E)** TSPAN8; and **(F)** NES. Individual dataset names appear in the legend box at the right. *P* values for the differences in gene expression between PCa and normal prostate tissues were obtained from Oncomine. The number of samples in each dataset is different, therefore higher fold change does not always correspond to statistical significance. ^\*^*P*\< 0.05, ^\*\*^*P*\< 0.01, ^\*\*\*^*P*\< 0.001.](oncotarget-09-30363-g005){#F5}

PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells upregulate markers associated with EMT and CSCs {#s2_5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The observation that highly ranked genes (GSEA) in the RNA-seq results were associated with CSC development or are known markers of CSCs (e.g. *NES*, *DPP4*, *TSPAN8*), led us to assess the expression of established EMT and CSC markers in our DTX-resistant cell lines. Microscopic assessment of DTX-resistant cells revealed a mesenchymal phenotype with clearly defined edges and the classical spindle-shaped morphology, compared to the flattened, polygonal-shaped sensitive PC3 and DU145 (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Using multicolor flow cytometry, we analyzed the following populations in both DTX-sensitive and DTX-resistant cells: E-cadherin positive and N-cadherin positive (Figure [6B, 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), as well as CD44+ and CD44+/CD24- (Figure [7A, 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with their mesenchymal phenotype, DTX-resistant cells showed significantly reduced E-cadherin expression compared to DTX-sensitive cells, concomitant with an increase in N-cadherin expression, as determined by flow cytometry (Figure [6B, 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) and immunoblotting (Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, left two panels). Notably, loss or downregulation of E-cadherin is associated with poor prognosis in PCa \[[@R16]\]. We also observed that loss of E-cadherin in the DTX-resistant cell lines was coupled with upregulation of Vimentin (Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, center panel) and transcription factors Snail and Twist (Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, right two panels). Vimentin, a well-established marker of EMT \[[@R30]\], was robustly and significantly upregulated in the PC3-DR cells compared to sensitive PC3 but its upregulation did not reach statistical significance in DU145-DR cells compared to sensitive DU145. Both Snail and Twist are known to repress E-cadherin expression, with Twist having a dual role in contributing to the upregulation of N-cadherin expression \[[@R15], [@R16], [@R30]\]. Taken together, these findings support growing evidence implicating EMT in PCa DTX-resistance \[[@R15], [@R16], [@R31]\].

![DTX-resistant mCRPC cells exhibit a mesenchymal-like phenotype compared to DTX-sensitive cells\
**(A)** Differences in morphology between DTX-sensitive and DTX-resistant PC3 and DU145 cells visualized by Hoffman modulation contrast microscopy (scale bar set at 40 μm). **(B)** Percent of live PC3 and DU145 cells (DTX sensitive and -resistant) that stained positive for E-cadherin and N-cadherin as determined by flow cytometry (n=3 biological replicates) ^\*^*P*\< 0.05, ^\*\*^*P*\< 0.01, *^\*\*\*^P*\< 0.001. **(C)** Representative flow charts of bar graph data showing downregulation of E-cadherin and upregulation of N-cadherin in the DTX-resistant cell lines. **(D)** Representative Western blots showing expression (upper panels) and quantification (lower panels) of E-cadherin (n=3), N-cadherin (n=3), Vimentin (n=3), Snail (n=3), and Twist (n=3). ^\*^*P*\< 0.05, ^\*\*^*P*\< 0.01, ^\*\*\*^*P*\< 0.001. Error bars represent mean ± SEM.](oncotarget-09-30363-g006){#F6}

![DTX-resistant mCRPC cells upregulate markers associated with CSC-like characteristics compared to DTX-sensitive cells\
**(A)** Percent of CD44+ and CD44+/CD24- cells for PC3 vs PC3-DR and DU145 vs DU145-DR, with **(B)** representative flow cytometry plots showing compensation windows used in the FMO analysis for each marker. Flow data is represented as frequency of live cells determined by annexin-V staining. **(C)** PC3-DR and **(D)** DU145-DR cells have significantly greater ALDH activity (Aldefluor+) compared with sensitive PC3 and DU145 cells as determined by aldefluor assay (+DEAB control used for gating). Representative flow plots are shown together with bar graphs. All flow measurements were acquired from at least 3 independent experiments conducted separately. ^\*\*^*P*\< 0.01, ^\*\*\*^*P*\< 0.001. Error bars represent mean ± SEM.](oncotarget-09-30363-g007){#F7}

In addition to these findings, we observed that the DTX-resistant cell populations displayed a higher frequency of cells expressing established CSC markers (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). CD44, one of these markers, is a multifunctional class I transmembrane glycoprotein that is highly expressed in most cancer types, where it contributes to tumor progression \[[@R32]\]. While we observed a significant proportion of PC3-DR cells with CD44+ expression compared to sensitive cells, there was no significant increase in the frequency of CD44+ cells in the DU145-DR population (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, left two panels). However, because CD44 is expressed in almost all normal and cancer cells, specifically in normal prostate and PCa cells, there is a reported discrepancy and ambiguity regarding the functional aspects of this marker in prostate CSC maintenance \[[@R32]\]. This discrepancy is supported by our observation that sensitive DU145 cells showed high CD44+ expression (Figure [7A, 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, left panels), and has been circumvented by using CD44 in combination with other markers to detect CSC subsets in PCa \[[@R32]--[@R36]\].

To better refine our detection of the putative CSC population in DTX-resistant cells, we used the well-validated combination of CD44+/CD24- \[[@R32], [@R35], [@R36]\]. CD24 is a luminal cell surface protein that contributes to metastasis and functions in cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions \[[@R32], [@R33], [@R36]\]. Because prostate CSCs arise from the basal cell compartment, the CD44+/CD24- marker combination is commonly used to identify these cells \[[@R32], [@R33]\]. We observed that both PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells contained substantial CD44+/CD24- subpopulations compared to the sensitive PC3 and DU145 cells (Figure [7A, 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, right two panels).

Elevated aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH) activity is also emerging as a functional marker of a CSC-like phenotype because of its importance for CSC maintenance, signaling, and drug resistance \[[@R37]\]. To further confirm the acquisition of CSC-like characteristics in the DTX-resistant cells, we measured by flow cytometry the frequency of Aldefluor+ cells in our DTX-resistance cells compared to sensitive cells. Both PC3-DR and DU145-DR showed robust increase of ALDH activity compared to their sensitive counterparts (Figure [7C, 7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

Increased tumorsphere formation capacity and DTX-resistance in DU145-DR cells {#s2_6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Upon confirmation of increased frequency of cells expressing EMT and CSC markers in the adherent (2D) DTX-resistant cell cultures, we sought to examine and compare tumorspheres (3D cultures) formed by sensitive and resistant DU145 cells. Tumorsphere formation is a widely used functional approach for enriching CSC populations, especially when specific surface CSC markers are not well defined or change with tumor heterogeneity \[[@R38]--[@R40]\]. We chose to focus these studies on the DU145 cell line because its DTX-sensitive cells formed large numbers of tumorspheres, consistent with previous reports that this cell line has a robust ability to form spheres even in the absence of external growth factors or drugs \[[@R34]\]. We observed that under tumorsphere-forming conditions, DU145-DR cells showed a 2.3-fold increase in tumorspheres compared to sensitive DU145 cells, as evidenced by phase contrast (4X) microscopic examination (Figure [8A, 8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). DU145-DR tumorspheres were loosely clustered, tethered together in grape-like clusters to form large aggregates (Figure [8C](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). This morphology was a stark difference from the tightly compact tumorspheres of sensitive DU145 cells.

![Tumorsphere formation capacity is higher in DTX-resistant DU145 cells compared to sensitive cells\
**(A)** Phase contrast microscopy images of DU145 and DU145-DR tumorspheres (3D) with **(B)** quantification of tumorsphere percentage using Image J software. **(C)** Tumorsphere morphology visualized using Hoffman modulation contrast microscopy (scale bar set at 40 μm). **(D)** Percent of live cells positive for the cell surface markers E-cadherin and N-cadherin, and CSC markers CD44+/CD24-, CD44+/CD24-, with **(E)** representative flow cytometry plots. **(F)** Representative flow cytometry plots showing increased ALDH activity (Aldefluor+) in DU145-DR tumorspheres as determined by aldefluor assay with bar graphs. All flow measurements were acquired from at least 3 independent experiments conducted separately. ^\*^*P*\< 0.05, ^\*\*^*P*\< 0.01, ^\*\*\*^*P*\< 0.001. Error bars represent mean ± SEM.](oncotarget-09-30363-g008){#F8}

Consistent with our analysis of adherent DTX-resistant cells (2D), flow cytometry analysis of DTX-resistant tumorspheres (3D) revealed a decreased frequency of E-cadherin expressing cells concomitant with increased frequency of N-cadherin expressing cells in the DU145-DR 3D cultures compared to DU145 3D cultures, (Figure [8D, 8E](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, left two panels). In addition, we detected increased frequencies of CD44+ and CD44+/CD24- populations in DU145-DR 3D compared to DU145 3D cultures (Figure [8D, 8E](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, right two panels). Furthermore, consistent with the 2D data, DU145-DR tumorspheres had a significantly higher number of Aldefluor+ cells than DU145 tumorspheres (Figure [8F](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

Other groups have demonstrated that tumorspheres derived from DU145 3D cells are more resistant to DTX treatment compared to DU145 2D cells \[[@R40], [@R41]\]. To further investigate the link between CSCs and DTX-resistance, we sought to determine if our DU145-DR tumorspheres were more resistant to DTX compared to DU145-DR 2D cells after exposure to increasing concentrations of DTX for 72 hours. Using propidium iodide (PI) staining of dead cells followed by flow cytometric analysis, we found that DU145-DR 3D tumorspheres were significantly more resistant to 10 nM DTX, the maintenance dose of DTX-resistant cell lines compared to the DU145-DR 2D cells grown in monolayer (Figure [9A, 9B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). There were no statistical differences, however, at other lower or higher doses (Figure [9A](#F9){ref-type="fig"}), or at 24 or 48 hours time points (data not shown).

![DU145-DR derived tumorspheres show increased resistance to DTX compared to DU145-DR adherent cells\
**(A)** DU145-DR adherent and tumorsphere cells treated with increasing concentrations of DTX (nM range) and % PI positive cells were measured via flow cytometry. **(B)** DU145-DR 3D tumorspheres were more resistant to 10 nM DTX than the adherent DU145-DR 2D cells as measured by % PI positive cells. All samples were normalized to untreated controls and to DU145-DR 3D percent viability. All measurements were acquired from at least 3 independent experiments with 3 biological replicates each. ^\*^*P*\< 0.05. Error bars represent mean ± SEM.](oncotarget-09-30363-g009){#F9}

DISCUSSION {#s3}
==========

There is a critical need for new drugs targeting non-traditional molecular targets that could be used alone or in combination with current agents for the treatment of therapy-resistant mCRPC. The present study used an RNA-seq approach to define transcriptomic signatures associated with DTX-resistance with the ultimate goal of identifying potentially novel therapeutic targets for overcoming this resistance. For these studies, we chose androgen-refractory PC3 and DU145 cells, which are widely used as cellular models that emulate late-stage mCRPC disease. While sensitive to DTX-treatment, these cell lines become resistant to the clinically relevant taxanes DTX, cabazitaxel, and paclitaxel upon incremental exposure to DTX and selection of surviving cells \[[@R8]\]. Resistance to both DTX and cabazitaxel is inevitable in mCRPC patients undergoing chemotherapy \[[@R2]\], but the mechanisms underlying this resistance remain to be clearly established.

PCa is fundamentally AR-driven especially in the context of disease initiation and progression. Because the intraprostatic response of PCa cells to androgens depends on the expression and sensitivity of AR, ADT has been a mainstay of PCa treatment and typically precedes taxane chemotherapy, although data from the recent "STAMPEDE" clinical trial showed improved patient survival when long-term primary ADT was combined with abiraterone acetate or DTX \[[@R42]\]. Constitutively active AR splice variants have been shown to be overexpressed in mCRPC and confer resistance to ADT by inhibiting the nuclear translocation of the androgen-AR complex \[[@R43]--[@R46]\]. A recent study suggested that AR splice variants may also affect sensitivity to taxanes and that tumors predominantly expressing the ARv7 variant, associated with ADT resistance, would also likely be resistant to DTX \[[@R47]\]. However, an independent group was unable to replicate these results under similar experimental conditions \[[@R48]\]. Furthermore, another group found that detection of ARv7 in circulating tumor cells of mCRPC patients was not associated with taxane-resistance and that certain patients with ARv7-positive status at baseline converted to ARv7-negative status during the course of taxane therapy, adding uncertainty to the clinical significance of this variant in patients receiving taxanes \[[@R49]\]. These discrepancies also contributed to our decision to focus on the AR-negative cell lines PC3 and DU145 for the present study.

Our RNA-seq analysis revealed over 1,200 genes that were differentially regulated in both the PC3-DR and DU145-DR cell lines. We focused on this set of overlap genes because differences in their expression are more likely to reflect transcriptomic changes induced by long-term DTX treatment regardless of the PCa cell type (e.g., PC3-bone metastasis vs. DU145-brain metastasis). Differentially expressed genes within this pool of overlap genes could potentially be exploited as therapeutic targets in heterogeneous metastatic prostate tumors that have acquired taxane resistance. GSEA of our RNA-seq data revealed several top ranked genes from the overlap dataset that an exhaustive PubMed literature review determined as being associated with tumor aggressiveness, chemoresistance, or CSC phenotype. Of note, GSEA yielded only one significant pathway enriched in the DTX-resistant cell lines compared to sensitive cells that yielded 8 genes positive for core enrichment. Of these, 4 genes (*ENPP1, CYC1, NDUFAB1*, and *MYC*) are associated with stem cell maintenance, acquisition or reprogramming \[[@R24]--[@R29]\], suggesting that in PC3 and DU145, DTX-resistance may be driven and maintained by the acquisition of CSC-like characteristics. Determining metabolic differences between DTX-sensitive and -resistant mCRPC cells will be imperative in future follow-up studies.

Using qPCR and immunoblotting, we validated several of the top upregulated genes in the DTX-resistant cells. These included genes associated with PCa aggressiveness, such as *FABP5* and *BOP1*, as well as genes implicated in CSC function such as *DPP4*, *TSPAN8*, *DNAJC12*, and *NES*. FABP5 is an intracellular lipid-binding protein that is emerging as a critical regulator of PCa cell proliferation and putative marker of aggressive PCa \[[@R50]--[@R53]\]. The robust FABP5 transcript and protein upregulation observed in the DTX-resistant cells suggest that this protein could be a promising target for the treatment of chemoresistant mCRPC. Another gene highly ranked in the GSEA was BOP1, an integral component of the ribosomal RNA processing machinery that contributes to colorectal tumorigenesis through promotion of cell migration and invasion \[[@R54], [@R55]\]. Interestingly, the *BOP1* gene is located in chromosome 8q24, a genomic region associated with PCa aggressiveness \[[@R54]\] that also encompasses *MYC* \[[@R56]\], one of the top upregulated genes in the DTX-resistant mCRPC cells revealed by our RNA-seq analysis.

An emerging stem cell marker, DPP4 (CD26) was also robustly upregulated in the DTX-resistant cells. DPP4 is a transmembrane glycoprotein that functions as an exopeptidase to promote cell migration through MMP-9, and contributes to the upregulation of CD44 \[[@R57]\]. This protein is upregulated in many cancers and associated with colon CSCs derived from DTX-resistant cells, which form larger and more tumorspheres \[[@R58]--[@R61]\]. The robust upregulation in protein expression observed in PC3-DR and DU145-DR suggest that DPP4 might be a prostate CSC marker that identifies a chemoresistant phenotype. The robust transcript and protein upregulation of TSPAN8 (TM4SF3) in the DTX-resistant cells also suggest a role for this protein in PCa chemoresistance. TSPAN8, promotes cell-to-cell communication by regulating integrins and other cell surface proteins \[[@R62]\], and its expression has been correlated with metastasis and worse prognosis in colon cancer where it contributes to cell motility through a complex with E-cadherin \[[@R63]\]. TSPAN8 is also considered a pancreatic CSC marker \[[@R64]\]. Genome splicing-sensitive microarray analysis revealed upregulation of TSPAN8 and DPP4 in DU145 tumorspheres compared to adherent DU145 2D cells \[[@R65]\].

DNAJC12, also known as Hsp40, has been implicated in cancer but its role in tumorigenesis is not clearly defined \[[@R66], [@R67]\]. The DNAJ family of proteins are considered regulators of CSC function \[[@R68]\], and DNAJC12 transcript expression was found to be upregulated in breast CSCs compared to adherent breast cancer cells \[[@R69]\]. NES, a cytoskeletal intermediate filament protein, has been associated with increased migration in PCa cells \[[@R70]\], and increased NES expression correlated with high tumor grade, invasive phenotype, and predictor of poor response to therapy \[[@R71]\]. Consistent with our observation that NES is robustly upregulated in DTX-resistant mCRPC cells with CSC-like characteristics, NES expression was previously reported in PCa tumorspheres that showed increased chemoresistance to paclitaxel \[[@R72]\], and was associated with a mesenchymal phenotype \[[@R73]\].

Oncomine data analysis comparing transcript expression of DPP4, TSPAN8, and NES between prostate tumor tissues and normal tissues revealed inconsistent upregulation of these genes in the different datasets. An explanation for this could be that the prostate tumors used to generate most of these gene expression datasets were not derived from advanced or chemoresistant disease. Alternatively, gene expression changes found in DTX-resistant cells occur in only a small subset of cells, most likely those with stemness properties. Since tumors contain varying proportions of cells with and without stemness properties, it will be difficult to consistently detect global gene expression changes in CSCs present in PCa tissues since they comprise a minority of the population. A limitation of the Oncomine database is the assessment of gene expression in normal vs. PCa tissues without extensive clinical data (type of treatment, tumor stage, etc.) for several of the datasets. Therefore, to further validate the expression of selected genes of interest in clinically relevant tissues, it will be important in future studies to obtain mCRPC biospecimens with annotated clinical data from patients with and without taxane treatment, and that responded to or failed the treatment. We recognize, however, the intrinsic difficulties in obtaining such biospecimens.

The beneficial effects of chemotherapeutic drugs like DTX are hindered by the development of chemoresistance. Emerging evidence demonstrates that a small population of CSCs present within the tumors possesses multiple redundant mechanisms that facilitate tumor cell survival in the presence of therapeutic agents \[[@R12], [@R14], [@R17]\]. In addition, the relatively non-proliferative state of CSCs makes this small population of cells intrinsically resistant to conventional chemotherapies, most of which target rapidly dividing cells. This resistant population comprises a tumor cell reserve that persists even after anti-proliferative treatments and repopulates the tumor in metastatic sites \[[@R12]\]. The emerging role of CSCs in the acquisition of PCa chemoresistance \[[@R12], [@R15], [@R17], [@R74]\], and the observation that highly-ranked genes in our RNA-seq analysis were associated with a CSC-like phenotype or genetic program, led us to characterize this population in DTX-sensitive and -resistant mCRPC PC3 and DU145 cells. Putative CSCs are typically identified based on the presence and/or absence of several cell surface markers, the combination of which is specific for the CSC-like phenotype identified in a particular tumor type \[[@R71]\]. Our observation that the PC3-DR and DU145-DR cell cultures were enriched with cell populations expressing several of these CSC markers, including significantly elevated ALDH activity compared to DTX-sensitive parental cells, is consistent with the acquisition of CSC-like characteristics. Furthermore, our finding that DU145-DR cells have an enhanced capacity to form tumorspheres (3D) and increased ALDH activity compared to DU145 tumorspheres, is an indicator of the increased CSC-like characteristics of the resistance cells. In addition, our DU145-DR tumorspheres showed increased resistance to 10 nM DTX, a clinically relevant dose, compared to adherent DU145-DR cells (2D), suggesting that a CSC-like phenotype contributes to enhanced DTX resistance. An accurate assessment of the increased tumorigenic potential of DTX-resistant cells with CSC-like characteristics would be more effectively achieved through *in vivo* studies with animal models using enriched CSC populations acquired by cell sorting.

Targeting CSCs is a promising approach to circumvent tumor chemoresistance \[[@R14], [@R17]\]. Current strategies focus on targeting signaling pathways upregulated in stem cells that are specific to their function, including the Hedgehog, Wnt, Notch, and NFkB pathways \[[@R12]\]. The present RNA-seq study provides additional candidate genes and molecular pathways for potential therapeutic targeting, and contributes to the emerging body of evidence linking CSCs to PCa chemoresistance. Future pre-clinical studies will focus on establishing mechanistic roles of specific genes identified in our RNA-seq analysis in the maintenance of prostate CSCs and driving taxane resistance, validating their expression in clinical biospecimens derived from PCa patients that failed taxane therapy, and investigating their potential as therapeutic targets. It will also be important to further define PCa cell-type dependent differences in the expression of CSC and chemoresistance-associated genes, as our RNA-seq analysis demonstrated that PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells have differentially regulated genes that are unique to each of these cell lines. This would be critical for tackling the high heterogeneity that characterizes prostate tumors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s4}
=====================

Cell lines and culture {#s4_1}
----------------------

The metastatic PCa cell lines PC3 and DU145 were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Cat\# ATCC-CRL-1435 and ATCC-HTB-81, respectively). Cells were cultured as recommended by the supplier in RPMI medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin/streptomycin, and gentamicin. Cells were maintained in a humidified incubator with 5% CO~2~ at 37°C. DTX-resistant (DR) PC3 and DU145 were developed as described previously \[[@R18]\]. Briefly, PC3 and DU145 cells were cultured in media containing 1 nM DTX (LC Laboratories Cat\# D-1000) and surviving cells were passaged four times before increasing the concentration of DTX. This was repeated until resistant cells could be maintained with minimal cell death in the presence of 11 nM DTX.

Short tandem repeat (STR) profiling is a recommended and validated method for authentication of human cell lines and tissues \[[@R75]\]. The importance of cell line authentication is highlighted by the NIH initiative for rigor and reproducibility in scientific research \[[@R76]\], and is particularly important for scientific studies such as the present one that use established cancer cell lines for pre-clinical mechanistic studies. We utilized the STR service provided by ATCC (Cat\# ATCC 135-XV) to authenticate the PC3 and DU145 cell lines used in this study. Both cell lines matched their respective database profiles. The DTX-resistant PC3-DR and DU145-DR cell lines were derived from these validated PC3 and DU145 parental cell lines.

RNA isolation and RNA-seq library preparation and sequencing {#s4_2}
------------------------------------------------------------

Total RNA was extracted from DTX-sensitive and -resistant PC3 and DU145 cells using the miRNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen Cat\# 217004). RNA-seq library construction and sequencing was performed at the Loma Linda University School of Medicine Center for Genomics. RNA-seq library was constructed using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA Low Sample Preparation protocol (Illumina; Cat\# RS-1229004DOC). Two μg of total RNA were used as input. Each RNA sample was spiked with 1:100 ERCC RNA spike-in control mix 1 (Life Technologies, Cat\# 4456740) prior to the first step of the protocol. All the recommended controls were used during subsequent steps including an End Repair Control, A-Tailing Control, and Ligation Control. The RNA-seq libraries were quantified using Qubit 3.0, and the quality of RNA-seq libraries was checked on Agilent TapeStation. All RNA-seq libraries were sequenced on Illumina HiSeq 4000 at the Loma Linda University Center for Genomics, with 150 bpx2, Paired-End. Quality control was confirmed (see [Supplementary Figures 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

RNA-seq data analysis {#s4_3}
---------------------

For mRNA-seq data visualization and analysis, we utilized pipelines that integrated the QC (FastQC, ShortRead), trimming process (trimmomatic), alignment (Tophat2), reads quantification (cufflinks), and differentially expressed gene (DEG) analysis (cuffdiff) as described previously \[[@R77]\]. Briefly, the RNA-seq raw fastq data were first trimmed using Trimmomatic (V0.35). The trimmed reads were aligned to the human reference genome (NCBI GRCh38) with TopHat V2.1.1 with default parameter settings. The aligned bam files were then processed using Cufflinks V2.2.1 for gene quantification. Reads were then mapped to ERCC transcripts and quantified using TopHat V2.1.1 and Cufflinks V2.1.1 with default parameter settings. Genes with FPKM ≥ 1 in all samples were used for DEG analysis. Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identified by Cuffdiff with FDR \> 0.05, and fold change (FC) \> 2.

Hierarchical clustering heat map and PCA of global genes for all cell lines were performed with "R" program (<http://cran.r-project.org/>) \[[@R78]\] and Partek Genomics Suite 6.6, respectively. GSEA (v3.0, Broad Institute) \[[@R79], [@R80]\], was performed to compare parental DTX-sensitive PC3 and DU145 with DTX-resistant DU145-DR and PC3-DR. Gene sets were obtained from published gene signatures in the Molecular Signatures Database v1.0 (MSigDB). Analysis was run with 1,000 permutations and a classic statistic. Normalized enrichment score and *p*-values were measured to find enrichments with statistical significance (*p*\<0.05).

Quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCR) {#s4_4}
------------------------------------------------

For confirmation of RNA-seq results, we selected specific genes for independent in-house validation of their differential regulation in DTX-sensitive vs. -resistant cell lines. Briefly, total RNA was extracted from cell lines using the RNAprotect reagent (Qiagen Cat\# 76526) and the RNeasy plus mini kit (Qiagen Cat\# 74134). RNA (0.5 μg) was reverse transcribed into cDNA using iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad Cat\# 1708891). Primer sequences for gene validation were commercially synthesized by Integrative DNA Technologies (IDT) (see [Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was performed on the MyiQ real-time PCR and CFX96 Touch Real-Time PCR (Bio-Rad) detection system using iQSYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad Cat \# 170-8882) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. The cycling conditions were 95°C for 15 min, 95°C for 15s, 60°C for 60s for 35 cycles, followed by melt analysis from 60 to 95°C. Expression levels were normalized to the housekeeping gene glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH). Samples were analyzed in at least four independent biological replicates performed experimentally in triplicates.

Immunoblotting procedures {#s4_5}
-------------------------

Whole cell lysates were prepared and the protein concentration in the lysates was determined using the BioRad DC Protein Assay Kit (Cat\# 5000112) to ensure equal loading of proteins per lane. Bands were separated by SDS-PAGE (NuPAGE 4-12%, Thermo-Fisher Scientific) followed by transfer to polyvinyl difluoride membrane (Millipore). Membranes were blocked with either 5% dry milk solution or 5% bovine serum albumin both prepared in TBS-T buffer (20 mM Tris-HCL, pH 7.6, 140 mM NaCl, 0.2% Tween 20) and probed with the following primary antibodies: Rabbit anti-LEDGF/p75 (1:1000, Bethyl Laboratories Cat \# A300-848A), mouse anti-clusterin alpha chain (1:1000, Millipore Cat\# 05-354), rabbit anti-MDR1/ABCB1 (1:1000 Cell Signaling Cat\# 13342), rabbit anti-DPP4/CD26 (1:3000, Millipore Cat\# MABF752), mouse anti-Nestin (1:1000 Millipore Cat\# MAB5326), rabbit anti-DNAJC12 (1:500, Novus Cat\# NBP1-57718), rabbit anti-FABP5 (1:5000; a kind gift from Marino De Leon, Loma Linda University, Loma Linda, CA), mouse anti-Snail (1:1000, Cell Signaling Cat\# 3895S), mouse anti-Twist (1:200, Santa Cruz Cat\# sc-81417), rat anti-Vimentin (1:8000, R&D Systems Cat\# MAB2105-SP), rabbit anti-TGM2 (1:1000, Cell Signaling Cat\# 3557), rabbit anti-BOP1 (1:1000, Bethyl Cat\# A302-148A-M-1), mouse anti-E-cadherin (1:500, BD Biosciences Cat\# 610182), or mouse anti-N-cadherin (1:200, Abcam Cat\# ab12221). The mouse anti-TSPAN8 primary antibody was from Celine Greco and Claude Boucheix (1:2000) \[[@R81]\].

Following several washes with TBS-T, membranes were incubated with the appropriate horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibodies (anti-mouse IgG and anti-rabbit IgG, Cell Signaling Cat \# 7076 and 7074, respectively; goat anti rat, Santa Cruz Cat\# sc-2032). HRP-β-actin was utilized as a loading control (Cell Signaling Cat \# 5125). After 2-hour incubation with secondary antibodies, the membranes were washed several times with TBS-T, and protein bands were detected by enhanced chemiluminescence (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat\# 34580). Bands were quantified using Image J software (National Institutes of Health) and normalized to β-actin control. Samples were analyzed in at least 3 independent experiments using at least 3 biological replicates.

Bioinformatics analysis of oncomine cancer gene microarray database {#s4_6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

For analysis of mRNA expression of genes of interest in PCa and normal prostate tissues, we selected 16 datasets from the Oncomine database (Compendia Biosciences; Ann Arbor, MI; [www.oncomine.org](http://www.oncomine.org)). These datasets, derived from gene microarray analyses of PCa and normal prostate tissues, provide fold-change data for gene expression with *P* values calculated by Oncomine using Student\'s *t*-tests. The Grasso dataset included 35 castration-resistant metastatic PCa, 59 localized PCa, and 28 benign prostate tissue specimens while the Varambally dataset included 6 hormone-refractory metastatic PCa samples in addition to 7 localized PCa, and 6 normal prostate samples. This allowed us to compare the transcript expression between these 3 categories of tissues in our genes of interest.

Tumorsphere forming assays {#s4_7}
--------------------------

Cells were cultured in 6-well non-tissue culture treated plates at a density of 25,000 cells/ml, and suspended in F12K/RPMI supplemented with 1% knockout serum replacement (Fisher Scientific Cat\# 10828028), 20 ng/ml human EGF (Millipore Sigma Cat\# E9644), 10 ng/ml human bFGF (PeproTech Cat\# 100-18B), 0.1% of albumin solution 35% in PBS (Sigma Cat\# 091M8416), 1% Pen-Strep, 0.1% insulin (Millipore Sigma Cat\# 10516), and 0.1% selenium (Millipore Sigma Cat\# 229865). After 24 hours the floating cells were collected and cultured in separate plates in the medium described above. Cells were left for 14 days adding or replacing medium as necessary to maintain growth. Images of cells were taken after at least 14 days post-plating using an Olympus IX70 microscope with phase contrast and Hoffman modulation contrast and equipped with a SPOT RT3 imaging system. Using phase contrast 4X images and Image J software, tumorsphere formation was quantified as percent area in at least four independent experiments.

Flow cytometric analysis of stem cell markers, ALDH activity, and cell death {#s4_8}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Adherent PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells were cultured in monolayer to 80-90% confluency prior to collection for multicolor flow cytometric analysis of putative CSC markers. Cells were washed with PBS and harvested using a solution containing 0.25% Trypsin and 2.21mM EDTA (Corning Cat\# 25-053-Cl), followed by incubation in fresh fully supplemented RPMI medium containing 10% FBS for 30 minutes to allow for N-Cadherin and E-Cadherin recycling following enzymatic cleavage. In parallel, tumorspheres derived from PC3-DR or DU145-DR cells were collected and dissociated using 0.25% Trypsin/2.21mM EDTA solution, followed by neutralization with fresh fully-supplemented medium. Following the 30-minute recovery period, cells were then labeled with antibodies against CD44, CD24, N-Cadherin, E-Cadherin, or annexin-V for 15 minutes at room temperature (see [Supplementary Table 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for antibody specifications). Cells were washed and resuspended in annexin-V binding buffer (50 mM HEPES, 700 mM NaCl, 12.5 mM CaCl~2~; pH 7.4) and analyzed immediately on a MACSQuant Analyzer 10 equipped with violet, blue, and red lasers (Miltenyi Biotec). Post-acquisition data analysis was performed using FlowJo version 10.08.1 (BD).

ALDH activity was detected using Aldefluor assay kit purchased from Stem Cell Technologies (Cat\# 01700) and performed according to manufacturer\'s instructions. Briefly, 2D and 3D cells were prepared and harvested as described above. 400,000 cells were resuspended in 200 μl of aldefluor buffer and 2 μl of aldefluor reagent to form the "test" sample. 200 μl of that text mix were then immediately transferred to another microcentrifuge tube containing 2 μl of DEAB reagent to inactivate the aldefluor reagent and become the "control" sample. Both the control and test sample were incubated for 45 minutes at 37°C. Samples were then centrifuged and resuspended in aldefluor buffer to be analyzed immediately on the MACSQuant Analyzer. Post-acquisition data analysis was performed using FlowJo version 10.08.1 (BD) with gates being drawn on the control DEAB+ samples for each cell line 2D and 3D.

Initial gates for intact cells using FSC-A/SSC-A light scatter and doublet discrimination using FSC-H/FSC-A profiles. Single-stained samples were used to define compensation matrices. Following compensation, dead cells were excluded based on annexin-V positivity and only live cells were assessed for putative CSC marker expression. Gate placements were defined using Fluorescence-Minus-One (FMO) controls using SSC-A versus marker of interest (see [Supplementary Figure 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for gating strategy and [Supplementary Table 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for staining strategy for FMO detection). Data are presented as percent of live cells staining positive for each designated marker and are representative of at least 3 independent experiments.

Detection of cell viability by propidium iodide staining {#s4_9}
--------------------------------------------------------

PC3 and DU145 cells, DTX-sensitive or -resistant, were seeded in 6-well cluster plates at 1.25×10^5^ cells per well and allowed to adhere for 24 hours. Separately, PC3-DR and DU145-DR cells were seeded in non-adherent conditions in 6-well cluster plates at 5 x10^4^ cells per well. Cells were then treated with increasing concentrations of DTX (0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000 nM) for 72 hours, followed by PI staining using the Dead Cell Apoptosis Kit for flow cytometry (Life Technologies, Cat\# V13242) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Briefly, adherent cells were detached from culture using 0.25% Trypsin/2.21mM EDTA solution for 30 seconds, followed by neutralization using complete RPMI medium containing 10% FBS. Cells grown in non-adherent conditions were collected from culture medium and dissociated using 0.25% Trypsin/2.21mM EDTA solution for 30 seconds, followed by neutralization using complete medium containing 10% FBS. Cells were washed with PBS, suspended in annexin-V binding buffer and stained with PI (1μg/mL final concentration) for 15 minutes at room temperature in the dark, then immediately analyzed on a MACSQuant Analyzer. Following exclusion of debris and doublet events, single-stained samples were used to define compensation matrices and experimental gates. Data are presented as percentage of cells staining negative for PI (percent viability) (see [Supplementary Figure 6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for gating strategy).

Statistical analysis {#s4_10}
--------------------

Statistical analysis and graph generation was performed using GraphPad Prism version 6.0c for Mac OSX (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, California USA, [www.graphpad.com](http://www.graphpad.com)). Fold change differences in both qPCR, immunoblotting, Oncomine data, and tumorsphere percent area were analyzed using Student\'s *t*-test. Results were considered significant at *P* \< 0.05. One-Way ANOVA was used for the analysis of results from PI staining experiments comparing percent viability in the resistant 2D (adherent) compared to resistant 3D (tumorspheres) cultures.
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